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 إستخدم هذا الرابط للوصول إلى المعلومات باللغة العربية.

请使用本链接获得中文信息。 

 از طريق اين لينک برای دسترسی به اين اطالعات به زبان فارسی استفاده کنيد.

이러한 정보를 한국어로 확인하려면 다음 링크를 이용하기 바랍니다. 

 اردو زبان ميں معلومات حاصل کرنے کے ليئے، يہ لنک استعمال کريں

Hãy dùng liên kết này để truy cập thông tin này  bằng tiếng  Việt : 

Message to families:  https://www.fcps.edu/node/41224  

Welcome to your Summer Essentials Practice Book! This book is designed to support your learning 

this summer during the weeks of June 29 - July 31. In this book you will have opportunities to: 

• Practice and apply reading, writing and word study skills from the past school year

• Engage in open-ended creative tasks through Learning Quests

This practice book focuses on essential skills in reading, writing, word study, mechanics, and  

vocabulary and has suggested activities for you to complete each weekday over the next five 

weeks. Take a few moments to look at the calendar on page 3 and explore the book with your  

family. Learning Quests are included for you at the end of the book. You can complete the quests 

and share your learning with family and friends. As you use this book, keep in mind: 

• Practice books reinforce the most important skills needed as readers and writers. It is

recommended that you engage in this review this summer; practice books will not be collected

or graded.

• Practice books and answer guides are posted to FCPS 24/7 Learning Blackboard. Answer

guides are not mailed.

• You have the opportunity to attend one virtual office hour each week with a teacher from your

school. Office hours are optional and give you the chance to receive help with the content in this

practice book. Please contact your school if you have questions about office hour details.
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Learning Opportunities 
Language Arts Pages 

Week 1 

• Find synonyms and antonyms for words you read
• Summarize plot events using the ‘somebody, wanted, but, so, then’

strategy 
• Use a variety of strategies to plan and organize thoughts before

writing
• Write lowercase letters in cursive

4-9

Week 2 

• Understand that homophones are words with the same sound but
different meanings

• Draw conclusions in fiction stories
• Create paragraphs related to the topic
• Review capital and lowercase cursive letters

10-15

Week 3 

• Create contractions by joining two words
• Draw conclusions in nonfiction texts
• Generate ideas about an important person
• Review and practice capital cursive letters

16-21

Week 4 

• Change singular words to plurals by adding -s
• Determine cause and effect in a nonfiction text
• Create a topic paragraph
• Practice writing lowercase cursive letters

22-27

Week 5 

• Change singular words to plurals by changing the -y to -ies
• Identify the theme of a poem
• Generate ideas for poems
• Write your name in cursive

28-32

ESOL/ English Language Development 

Weeks 1-5 

• Engage in a fun, hands-on experience to practice the language of
sequencing and comparing and contrasting

• Use this language to help the reader understand the order of events
and how things or ideas are similar or different

33-35

Learning Quests 

Weeks 1-5 
• Create a main character for a book or movie called “Justice, Now!”

that viewers and readers will connect to
• Create something that will teach others all about your favorite thing

36-39

COVID-19 Education 

Weeks 1-5 
• Identify common symptoms of COVID-19, how it is spread, and ways 

to help prevent infection 40 
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Language Arts, Grade 4 

Weekly Calendar 
This calendar suggests practice activities for students to do each day. Every student works at a 
different pace. Please customize to meet the needs of your child and consider participating in Office 
Hours provided by your school as an additional support. 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Week 1: Fiction 

June 29 
Message;  

Vocabulary Work- 
Synonyms and 

Antonyms 
Page 4 

June 30 
Reading- 

Summarizing 

Pages 5-7 

July 1 
Reading- 

Summarizing 

Page 5-7 

July 2 
Writing- 
Planning 

Page 8 

July 3 
Handwriting- 
Lowercase 

Cursive Letters 

Page 9 
Week 2: Fiction 

July 6 
Message;  

Vocabulary Work- 
Homophones 

Page 10 

July 7 
Reading- 
Drawing 

Conclusions 

Pages 11-13 

July 8 
Reading- 
Drawing 

Conclusions 

Pages 11-13 

July 9 
Writing- 

Topic Paragraph 

Page 14 

July 10 
Handwriting- 

Capital/lowercase 
Cursive Letters 

Page 15 
Week 3: Nonfiction 

July 13 
Message;  

Vocabulary Work- 
Contractions 

Page 16 

July 14 
Reading- 
Drawing 

Conclusions 
Pages 17-19 

July 15 
Reading- 
Drawing 

Conclusions 
Pages 17-19 

July 16 
Writing- 

Generate Ideas 

Page 20 

July 17 
Handwriting- 

Capital Cursive 
Letters 

Page 21 
Week 4: Nonfiction 

July 20 
Message;  

Vocabulary Work- 
Plurals 

Page 22 

July 21- 
Reading- 

Cause & Effect 

Pages 23-25 

July 22 
Reading- 

Cause & Effect 

Pages 23-25 

July 23 
Writing- 

Topic Paragraph 

Page 26 

July 24 
Handwriting 

Cursive letters 

Page 27 
Week 5: Poetry 

July 27 
Message;  

Vocabulary Work- 
Plurals 

Page 28 

July 28 
Reading- 
Theme 

Pages 29-30 

July 29 
Reading- 
Theme 

Pages 29-30 

July 30 
Writing- 

Generate Ideas 

Page 31 

July 31 
Handwriting- 

Cursive Practice 

Page 32 
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Language Arts, Grade 4 Week 1 
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Week 1 
Day 1: Weekly Student Message 

Dear Student, 
Happy first week of summer break! Each week, we will provide some activities for you to 
finish during the summer. Then you will be ready to begin school in the Fall! 
Some activities are things you have already learned, like how to think about fiction and 
nonfiction stories. Other activities will help you learn to write stories. There will also be some 
vocabulary and word work for you to do.  
All of the activities are for you to practice and keep your brain sharp for school. Have fun! 
Best,  
Your Learning Coach            

Vocabulary Work: Synonyms/Antonyms 

You have learned that synonyms are words with the same or similar meaning. Antonyms are 
words with the opposite meaning. Here are some synonyms and antonyms from the message 
above. Can you find synonyms and antonyms for the other words below? Use the word bank to help 
you. 

Synonyms 
support  give  start 

Antonyms 
stop     finish    truth    take 

Word Synonym Antonym 

finish complete begin 

fiction made-up 

help 

begin 

provide 

Synonyms       Antonyms 
mad / angry     mad / happy 
cold / chilly        cold / hot 
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Language Arts, Grade 4 Week 1 
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Days 2 and 3: Reading: Summarize Plot Events 

Readers summarize stories to remember big ideas. 

A summary is one way to tell the important parts of a story without retelling every little detail. One way 
to create a summary is to use the phrase “somebody wanted but so then.” This tells who the 
character is, what their goal was, what the problem was, and how it was solved. Look at the 
completed chart below from the familiar story, “The Three Little Pigs,” and see the summary written at 
the bottom of the chart.  

Somebody… 
Who is the main 

character? 

Wanted… 
What did the main 
character want? 

But… 
What made this 

difficult? 

So… 
How did the 

character solve 
the problem? 

Then… 
How did the story 

end? 

The big bad wolf Pigs for dinner They kept hiding 
in new homes 
made of straw, 

sticks, and bricks. 

The wolf blew 
down the houses 
except for the one 

made of bricks. 

The pigs were 
safe, and the wolf 

went hungry. 

Summary: 

The big bad wolf wanted to eat the pigs for dinner, but they kept hiding in new homes made of 
straw, sticks, and bricks. So, the wolf blew down the houses except for the one made of bricks. 
Then the pigs were safe, and the wolf went hungry. 

Now it’s your turn to try! Read the story “Peter and the Dragon” and use it to complete the “Somebody 
Wanted But So Then” chart. Once you have filled in the top of the chart, put the parts together into a 
few sentences to create a summary.  

 Peter and the Dragon 
“Do I have to go, Mom?” Peter asked the question for the fourth time. 

“Peter,” his mother said quietly. “we have planned this for weeks. I thought you 
were looking forward to it.” 

“But fish are boring, Mom!” Peter was complaining about the family’s trip to a 
nearby aquarium. “Why can’t I just stay home and watch Sam swim?” He pointed to his pet goldfish 
swimming lazily in a glass bowl. 
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Language Arts, Grade 4 Week 1 
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“Peter, Sam is just one goldfish. You will see much more than that at the aquarium.” Peter could 
tell his mother was becoming impatient. He sighed loudly and joined his sister Sarah in the back 
seat of the car. 

A short time later, the family pulled into the busy parking lot around the aquarium. Peter tried to 
look bored as they approached the main building, but he was starting to feel the excitement of the 
crowd around him. As they reached the building, he noticed a banner hanging over the entrance. 
He looked closely and read the words “Dragons of the Deep.” 

“Dragons!” Sarah exclaimed. “Do you think they will be scary?” 

“Of course not,”” said her father. “Wait until you see what they really look like.” 

Peter and Sarah followed their parents into the building. The air 
inside was cool, and the only light seemed to come from the 
blue water in the huge fish tanks. Peter looked in the first tank. 
At first glance, it appeared to be filled with leafy seaweed. 
Suddenly, a long piece broke off from the rest and floated 
upward. Peter moved closer and noticed a dark eye and a 
horse-shaped head. 

“It isn’t seaweed at all!” he said. “It’s an animal!” 

Peter and Sarah were amazed as they watched more of the interesting creatures move about the 
tank. Their bodies were covered with leaf-like parts that floated outward, often making them difficult 
to see among the plants in the tank. “they are called sea dragons,” his mother explained.  
They live in the ocean near Australia.” The family watched the strange fish a little longer, and then 
Peter tugged at his father’s hand. 

“Come on, Dad.” He pleaded. “Let’s see the rest of the fish!” 

“Wait a minute,” laughed his mother. “I thought fish were boring!” 

Peter felt ashamed when his mother repeated his earlier words. “I’m sorry, Mom,” he apologized. “I 
was wrong. This place is really great!” 

Story courtesy of the Virginia Department of Education 

Week 1 Image Sources - Retrieved from Encyclopædia Britannica ImageQuest: Goldfish in Bowl, Leafy Sea Dragon 
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Somebody… 
Who is the main 

character? 

Wanted… 
What did the main 
character want? 

But… 
What made this 

difficult? 

So… 
How did the 

character solve 
the problem? 

Then… 
How did the story 

end? 

Summary: 

You can try this with a book you’re reading on your own. Summarize a book you are reading using 
this strategy. You can recreate the chart above on a separate piece of paper or use the blank space 
below.  

Somebody… 
Who is the main 

character? 

Wanted… 
What did the main 
character want? 

But… 
What made this 

difficult? 

So… 
How did the 

character solve 
the problem? 

Then… 
How did the story 

end? 

Summary: 
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Day 4: Writing 

Writers gather ideas before writing in order to choose a good topic. 

Writers use a variety of methods to organize their thoughts before they write. Look at each example. 
Then try to create your own thoughts using the same method. Save your ideas because we will use 
them next week.  

“I Wonder What if…” 
Think of things you know to be true and real 
from your own life. Let your imagination 
wonder what if… Change something in the 
story and see what happens to the story.  

Example: 
I know these things are true: 
I like sweets better than vegetables. 
I miss my grandparents. 
I have one sibling and we get along. 

Possible Changes 
What if…vegetables tasted like donuts? 
What if…I plan a surprise visit to see my 
grandparents? 
What if…I have 20 siblings? 

Mix and Match Story Elements 
Make a three-column chart: one for characters, 
one for settings, and one for themes. Take one 
idea from each column and imagine what if... 
Write your story. Repeat with different choices. 

Example: 
Characters Settings Themes 
young child pool courage 
parent amusement 

park 
honesty 

best friends mountains perseverance 
bear forest forgiveness 

Directions: Your turn to try these strategies. 

“I wonder what if…” 
_____________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

I know these things are true: 

_____________________________________ 

_____________________________________ 

Possible Changes: 
What if _____________________________? 

What if _____________________________? 

What if _____________________________? 

Mix and Match Story Elements 
Your turn to try this strategy.  

Characters Settings Themes 

Serravallo, Jennifer. The Reading Strategies Book: Your Everything 
Guide to Developing Skilled Readers. Heinemann, 2015 and The 

Writing Strategies Book: Your Everything Guide to Developing Skilled 
Writers. Heinemann, 2017 
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Day 5: Handwriting: Lowercase Cursive Practice 
Trace the examples. Follow the steps in order.  

Pick a few letters and use the space below to practice. 
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Week 2 
            Day 1: Weekly Student Message 

Dear Student, 

Welcome to week two of summer break! This week we will continue to think about fiction 
books. Last week you summarized a fiction story. This week, you will be drawing 
conclusions about a fiction story. When you draw conclusions, you take information from 
the story and come up with your own ideas about it. 

Last week, you also began to think about ideas to write your own fiction book. This week, 
you will think about how to put those thoughts into paragraphs and write your book! 

What idea have you decided to write about? 

Best,  

Your Learning Coach        
              Vocabulary Work: Homophones 

Here are some words from the message above. Use the word bank to match the homophones. Add 
other homophones you know in the chart below. 

Homophones 
bee     you’re     too     weak 

Word Homophone 

two to 

week 

be 

your 

to 

Homophones are words that sound the same but have different meanings and 
spellings. 
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Days 2 and 3: Reading - Drawing Conclusions 

Example: From the story “Days with Frog and Toad” [Lobel, 1979] 

What is the character’s problem(s)? 

Based on the events from the story, what is one conclusion you can make? 

One conclusion is:  
Toad was determined to fly his kite. I know this because he tried different ways to fly his kite. 

The character tries to solve the 
problem by… 

He keeps trying. 

The character’s main 
problem is… 

Toad can’t get his kite to fly. 

The resolution connects back to the 
problem because… 

Toad solved his own problem by not 
giving up.    

The character’s solution at the end 
is… 

He can fly the kite.  

Readers draw conclusions to figure out what is not stated in the text. 
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A Job for Maria 
     Courtesy of the Virginia Department of Education

Maria stared through the window at the book on display and sighed. It cost 
more money than she had, and Mom said she would have to earn the money 
herself to buy such an expensive book. Walking quickly, she set off to find a job around the 
neighborhood. It couldn’t be that hard, could it? 

It could! Her first thought was to mow lawns. Everyone she asked told her, “Sorry, but Marcus Jones 
mows our lawn.” 

Her next idea was babysitting. Her mother reminded her that a fourth grader would probably not be 
able to get a job babysitting. Most parents asked a high school girl in their neighborhood to care for 
their children. 

Disappointed but still determined, Maria next thought about collecting cans for recycling. 
Unfortunately for Maria, the local Girl Scout troop already collected cans in the neighborhood every 
week. 

Maria sat at the kitchen table with her chin in her hands. Her mom came in and asked, 
“How’s the job hunt going?”   

Maria sighed and said, “Not good—there’s nothing left for me to do.” 

Her mom smiled as she explained, “Well, I have an idea. You know Ms. Branson down the street?” 

Maria nodded slowly. Everyone knew Ms. Branson. She lived alone with her dogs. Kids said she was 
at least one hundred years old and that she yelled at anyone knocking on her door. Even the Girl 
Scouts didn’t ask her for cans. 

Mom continued, “Well, she’s broken her hip and can’t walk much. She has a nurse stay with her 
during the day, but she needs someone to walk her dogs in the morning and again in the evening. I 
know you like animals. I told her you might be interested in the job.” 

Maria didn’t just like dogs, she adored dogs, but walking into Ms. Branson’s house would be scary. 
She wanted a job, but could she work for a person like Ms. Branson? Her mom sensed she was 
uneasy and added, “I’ll come with you the first time.” 

Feeling relieved that her mom was coming, Maria agreed to give it a try. That evening, Ms. Branson 
didn’t yell once. In fact, she had a plate of cookies set out for her! Ms. Branson’s dogs were well-
behaved and excited to see Maria. 

Maria took the dogs for their first walk. When Maria brought the dogs back, they licked her cheeks. 
She laughed and knew she had finally found the right job. 
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Language Arts, Grade 4 Week 2 
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Directions: Using the passage “A Job for Maria”, complete the chart below. 

What is the character’s problem(s)? 

Based on the events from the story, what is one conclusion you can make? 

The character tries to solve the 
problem by… 

The character’s main problem is: 

The resolution connects back to the 
problem because… 

The character’s solution at the end is… 
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Language Arts, Grade 4 Week 2 
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Day 4: Writing 
Writers write related paragraphs so that the message is clear. 

 Last week, you generated ideas for characters, settings, and theme. Complete the  
 boxes below:   

Your ideas go on the lines below. Add details for each event. 

Write your ideas for a character, setting and theme. Example: young boy, pool, courage 
Character: _________________________________________ 

Setting: ___________________________________________ 

Theme: ___________________________________________ 

Event #1: 
Example: Miguel was 
playing in the pool with his 
friends.  

Event #2 
Example: Miguel can’t find 
his parents when the pool 
became crowded. 

Event #3 
Example: Miguel had to 
show courage while he tried 
to find his parents again. 

Event # 1 Event # 2 Event # 3 
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Day 5: Handwriting Practice 
Students review and practice capital and lowercase cursive letters. 

Trace the examples. Follow the steps in order. Use the arrows to help you. 

Pick a few letters. Use the space below to practice. 
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Week 3 
Day 1: Weekly Student Message 

Dear Student, 

Welcome to the third week of summer break! This week you will change your thinking 
from thinking about fiction books, to thinking about nonfiction books. Just like last week, 
you will be drawing conclusions, but this week you will use books with facts.   

You are also going to begin to brainstorm topics you are interested in. The topics you think 
of are not going to be fiction. They will be nonfiction, true topics. It is very exciting to begin 
thinking about!   

Best,  

Your Learning Coach  

   Vocabulary Work: Contractions  

Here are some words from the message above. Use the word bank to fill in the matching contraction. 
Add more contractions to the empty spaces in the chart. 

Contractions 
 it’s     aren’t     you’re    they’ll      you’ll 

Words Contraction 

who is who’s 

you are 

you will 

are not 

they will 

it is 

Create a contraction by joining two words. 
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Days 2 and 3: Reading - Drawing Conclusions 

Readers find facts in non-fiction texts to help draw conclusions. 

Example: Using the information below, identify the important facts to help draw a conclusion. 

Part # Scientific 
Name What it does 

1 Flower • Helps the plant reproduce, or make more plants

2 Stem • Holds the plant up
• Lets water and nutrients get to the parts of the plant

3 Leaf • Makes food for the plant

4 Roots • Holds onto the soil so the plant doesn’t move
• Picks up water and nutrients from the soil

  

Based on these facts above, one conclusion is: 

Each part of the plant helps the plant to live and grow. 

Serravallo, Jennifer. The Reading Strategies Book: Your Everything Guide to Developing Skilled Readers. Heinemann, 2015. 
FCPS Grade 4 Distance Learning Packet 5/11/2020 

I can look at a flower. I notice that the flower has 
diferent parts. 

Fact #1: 
Plant stems let water and nutrients get to other parts of the plant. 

Fact #2: 
Leaves make food for the plant. 

Fact #3: 
Roots pick up water and nutrients from the soil. 

4. Roots

1. Flower 

3. Leaf

1. Flower 

2. Stem 
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Ladybug to the Rescue 
Directions: Read this passage and use the chart on the next page to draw conclusions. 

A hundred years ago, harmful insects were killing fruit trees in California. The farmers tried to get rid 
of the pests, but nothing seemed to work. They were ready to give up when a scientist visiting 
Australia noticed that ladybugs ate damaging bugs. The scientist sent the farmers a few hundred 
ladybugs. The ladybugs ate all the pests. The farmers’ lime, orange, and peach trees were saved. 

Farmers still use ladybugs today to help guard their crops from being eaten by harmful insects. A 
ladybug has a very big appetite. One ladybug can eat five thousand pests during its lifetime. 

Life Begins 
A ladybug begins as a tiny egg. A mother ladybug can lay about one thousand eggs under a leaf. 
When the eggs hatch, the larvae are thin and bumpy. They are black with red spots. A larva spends 
most of its time eating. Before long, the growing larva finds a quiet spot. Its skin becomes dry and 
hard, protecting it like a cocoon, in the pupa stage. 

In the pupa, the larva changes from a thin, bumpy insect to a round one with wings and a bright-
colored shell. Many ladybugs are red, although some are orange, yellow, or pink. Most ladybugs have 
spots. Some can have stripes, while others may have no spots or stripes! 

Survival Tricks 
The ladybug’s bright color also helps it survive. When birds see these bright red bugs, they stay away 
because they know ladybugs taste bad. Ladybugs know another survival trick too. If a snake passes 
by, a ladybug will roll over onto its back. It pretends to be dead! 

In the fall, ladybugs crawl under leaves to hibernate. Sometimes large groups of ladybugs gather 
together. They sleep through the winter. 

In the spring, the hungry ladybugs wake up. They fly away to hunt for harmful bugs. Ladybugs fly to 
our rescue again! 

Passage and image courtesy of the Virginia Department of Education         
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Directions: After reading the text from Ladybug to the Rescue, write 3 important facts below. Then use 
these important facts to draw a conclusion about what you read and write it on the lines provided. 

ased o

Based on the facts one conclusion is: 

Fact #1: 

Fact #2: 

Fact #3:

19
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Day 4: Writing 

One way to learn more information is by asking questions. 

Example: 
Important people in my life 

1. Mom

2. Dad

3. Brother

4. Cousin

5. Grandpa

6. Friend

Questions I have for Grandpa 

• What was your childhood like?

• What is your favorite memory?

• What was your dream job when you were little? Why?

• What is a lesson you learned? How did it impact your
life?

• What is one thing you would tell your younger self?
Why?

List important people in your life 
Circle one you would like to learn 
more about. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Questions I have for the person I chose 
*Use some of the questions above and add
more of your own questions below.*

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Writers use research to learn more about something or someone. 
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Handwriting Practice 

Students review and practice capital letters in cursive. 

Trace the examples. Follow the steps in order. Use the arrows to help you. 

Pick a few letters. Use the space below to practice. 
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Week 4 
Day 1: Weekly Student Message 

Dear Student, 

Welcome to week four of your summer break! There are still many days of summer 
break left. There is plenty of time to play outside, read more books, and maybe watch 
the sun set with your family.  

This week, you will work on creating plurals out of a word. A plural is when there is more than one 
of something. For example, when I eat dessert, I sometimes eat more than one piece of chocolate. 
Sometimes I eat four chocolates! To turn one chocolate into four, I added an -s to the end of the 
word. Let’s play with some more words below. 

Best,  

Your Learning Coach  

Vocabulary Work: Plurals 

Below are some words from the message above. Add an -s to the end of the word to make it plural. 
Can you think of any more words to add? 

Word Plural 

workbook workbooks 

break 

book 

word 

dessert 

piece 

Week 4 Image Sources – Retrieved from Encyclopædia Britannica ImageQuest: cartoon dog, erosion controls, beach protection, Ice 
Hotel 

Working to change a word from one to more than one by adding an -s to the end of 
the word. 

dog   

dogs 
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Days 2 and 3: Reading - Determining Cause and Effect 

Conservation is protecting natural resources and using them carefully. Since soil takes a long 
time to form, soil conservation is very important. One way to conserve soil, is to help stop erosion. 
Erosion is when materials from the earth, like soil, are moved from one place to another. Look at the 
pictures below. They show ways people are trying to stop erosion.  

1

Erosion Control Efforts 

2 

Beach Protection Techniques 

Picture 1: 

Cause: The reason why something 
happens. 

Effect: The result of what happens. 

Sometimes land is cleared to build homes. When erosion occurs, people may build 
stone walls. 

 Picture 2: 

Cause: The reason why something 
happens. 

Effect: The result of what happens. 

Waves hit land with a strong force. Sand is moved from one place to another. 

Now it’s your turn to try! Read the story A Warm Welcome in the Arctic on the next page and 
complete the cause and effect chart.  

Readers think about cause and effect so they can understand what the author wants 
them to know. 
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Warm Welcome in the Arctic 
Courtesy of the Virginia Department of Education 

Hotels can make a person’s stay away from home as restful as 
possible. Hotels provide warm beds to allow guests a peaceful 
night’s rest. In addition, some hotels offer guests special services 
such as newspapers to read in the morning, fresh coffee, and even 
breakfast. Hotel workers want their guests to feel warm and 
welcome when they stay in their hotel.  

One hotel near the Arctic Circle, however, is different. This hotel 
gives its guests a cold welcome. The Ice Hotel, in Sweden, is made 
entirely of ice. The Ice Hotel might sound strange, but in some 
ways, it is a typical hotel. It has a front lobby where guests check 

into the hotel, plenty of rooms to sleep in, and even room service, which guests can use to have food 
delivered to their rooms. The Ice Hotel is different, though, because most of the items are made from 
ice. 

It takes more than 30 tons of ice and snow to build the Ice Hotel. It melts in the summer and is rebuilt 
each winter. Different builders and artists create the Ice Hotel, so each winter this famous hotel has a 
new shape and design. 

The effort of building the Ice Hotel is worth it, however. Walking into the Ice Hotel is like walking into a 
diamond. The walls reflect even the smallest bits of light. The inside of the hotel gleams a bluish 
color. Ice pillars support the roof. The floor below shines like glass. Almost every inch of this hotel 
sparkles inside. Visiting the Ice Hotel is truly an unusual experience. 

Guests also find that sleeping in this hotel is an adventure they will never forget. Instead of sleeping 
on a regular bed, guests are given an insulated sleeping bag to keep them warm. The sleeping bag is 
laid on top of a layer of ice and snow. Although this sounds chilly, guests feel quite comfortable. 

Temperatures inside the Ice Hotel are usually below freezing. Guests wear warm jackets, hats, 
gloves, and thick boots. Even the owners of the Ice Hotel know that staying in a building with walls of 
ice four feet thick can be a bit cold. They have a solution though. The Ice Hotel has a sauna for its 
guests. A sauna is a room filled with steam, where guests can warm themselves. While a sauna is 
warm enough to heat a chilly person, it will not melt through the walls of ice. Guests can use the 
sauna to store heat for a night’s stay or to thaw from the previous night. In a way, then, one could say 
that the Ice Hotel does give their guests a warm welcome after all. 
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Using the text, A Warm Welcome in the Arctic, complete the cause and effect chart below: 

Cause: The reason why something happens. Effect: The result of what happens. 

Cause: The reason why something happens. Effect: The result of what happens. 

Cause: The reason why something happens. Effect: The result of what happens. 
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Day 4: Non-Fiction Writing 
Writers create a main paragraph with facts about an important person. 

Use the answers to the questions you asked about the person you chose last week to fill in the 
graphic organizer below.  
Example: 

Grandpa 

Your turn!  Fill out the graphic organizer for your important person. 

Now use these ideas to write a paragraph with complete sentences. 

On another sheet of paper, try to write one paragraph about each fact in the boxes above. 

vacation spot is the beach 
because of time with 
family 

dream job was to work with 
horses because liked to ride 

memory of playing with 
friends until the streetlights 
came on then going home for 
dinner  

tell younger self to persevere 
because hard work pays off 
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Day 5: Handwriting Practice 
Students will write lower case letters legibly so they can be read by others. 

Unscramble these letters to make the words in the word box and then write them on the lines. 

Choose any other words you would like to practice. 
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Week 5 
Day 1: Weekly Student Message 

Dear Student, 

This is the last week you will be completing your summer workbook, but I know you will 
continue reading and writing. You can also continue to tell your family what you are 
learning.  

Last week, your word work was about adding an -s to the end of words to make them plural. Did you 
know there is another way to make a word plural? If a word ends in a -y, you can change the -y to an 
-i and then add -es to make it plural. For example, if I eat one cherry, but decide I want the whole
bag, I would say I ate all of the cherries. Look for plurals like these in your reading!

Best,  

Your Learning Coach  

Vocabulary Work: Plurals 

Below are some words ending in -y. Change the -y to -ies to make it plural. Can you think of any more 
words to add that would follow this rule? 

Word Plural 

cherry cherries 

puppy 

fly 

lady 

penny 

Working to change a word from one to more than one by changing the last letter 
from -y to -i and add -es. 
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Days 2 and 3: Reading - Identifying the Theme of a Poem 

 Ball and Glove (adapted from MyON)

  Ball likes 
  to fly, and Glove 
  to catch. Without friendship, 
  poor Ball feels lost, and Glove empty 
  inside. 

-Blake Hoena

Theme is the message or lesson the author wants the reader to learn from the story.  

Example: Look at this chart and see how we identified the theme of the poem Ball and Glove. 

Characters What are the character’s 
actions? 

Real world 
connection 

My thoughts about 
the theme of the 

poem… 

Ball 

Glove 

Ball likes to fly 

Glove likes to catch 

Friendship It’s nice to have friends 
because they help you 
in different ways.  

Now it’s your turn to try! Read the poem A Boy and His Dog on the next page to complete the chart. 

Week 5 Image Sources – Pixabay: baseball player; Retrieved from Encyclopædia Britannica ImageQuest: baseball glove, boy with dog 
on leash, and jumping on the bed. 

Readers identify the theme to help understand the message of a poem. 
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A Boy and His Dog (adapted from MyON)

A boy and his dog running down the street 
Excited to go wherever they go 
She chases a squirrel and sniffs a tree 

He laughs as he’s pulled along by her leash 
Oh what fun they will have they never know 
A boy and his dog running down the street 

They splash through puddles on a muddy beach 
They run around the yard covered in snow 
She chases a squirrel and sniffs a tree 

Who owns who is the mystery 
For these best friends never go alone 
She chases a squirrel and sniffs a tree 

He brings her home when it’s time for a treat 
A cookie for him and for her a bone 
Then they are off and running down the street 
They will chase squirrels even in their sleep 

-Blake Hoena

Theme is the message or lesson the author wants the reader to learn from the story. 

Find the theme of the poem A Boy and His Dog, by completing this chart.  

Characters What are the character’s 
actions? 

Real world 
connection 

My thoughts about 
the theme of the 

poem… 
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Day 4: Writing Poetry 

Write down 4 things you hear a lot throughout your day. Example: Stop jumping on the bed. 

1. _______________________________________________________

2. _______________________________________________________

3. _______________________________________________________

4. _______________________________________________________

Pick one of your examples from above that you would like to use to write a poem. This line will be 
repeated throughout your poem. 
Example:  
“Stop jumping on the bed,” my mother said. “You are going to hit your head.” 
“Stop jumping on the bed,” my mother said. “You are going to fall off.” 
“Stop jumping on the bed,” my mother said. “You will hear the bed go CRACK!” 
“Stop jumping on the bed,” my mother said. “Your dirty feet will leave a mark on the sheets.”  
“Stop jumping on the bed,” my mother said. “You are going to….” 
The bed went CRACK. I fell off and hit my head before she could say another word.  
Now, I am wrapped up in a dirty sheet.  
Next time I hear my mother say, “Stop jumping on the bed; you’re going to get hurt,” maybe I should 
listen. 

Your turn! Now use the phrase you chose to write your own poem on the lines below. 

Serravallo, Jennifer. The Writing Strategies Book: Your Everything Guide to Developing Skilled Writers. Heinemann, 2017. 

Poets find ideas for their writing by making observations about their lives. 
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Day 5: Handwriting Practice 
Students will write their first and last names legibly in cursive so others can read it. 

Practice writing your first and last name on the lines below.  

Then practice writing the first and last name of your friends. 
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Grades 3-6: ESOL 
Learning Outcomes: Engage in a fun, hands-on experience to practice the language of 

sequencing and comparing and contrasting. Use this language to help the reader 
understand the order of events and how things or ideas are similar or different. 

Part 1: Make a paper airplane. 

1. Get a piece of paper.

2. Look at the pictures.

3. Follow the steps to make a paper
airplane.

4. Throw it!

5. Throw it as many times as you want!

Write the sequence to explain how you made the paper airplane.  

These words may help you: first, second, third, then, next, finally, fold, and half. 
Then tell a friend or family member how to make one. 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 
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Part 2: Design your own paper airplane. 

1. Come up with your own design for a paper airplane.

2. Get a piece of paper and build it! Think about each step.

3. Draw or write the steps below.

4. Throw it!

5. Throw it as many times as you want!

What do you notice about your airplane? Write what you notice and wonder about here: 
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Part 3: Compare and contrast the planes. 

Think about the first paper airplane and your paper airplane.  

• How are they the same? How are they different?

• Here are some things to think about:

o Which one was faster?

o Which one flew farther?

o Which one looked better?

• What other comparisons can you make? Add them to the Venn Diagram.

Which airplane was better? Why? Explain your thinking below: 
These words may help: alike, also, both, different, in common, on the other hand, and same. 

______________________________________________ was a better airplane because 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

Now show your airplanes to a friend or someone in your family. Let them throw the airplanes. 

Which one do they think is better? Explain which one you think is better and why.   
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called “Justice, Now!” that viewers and readers will connect to? 
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Learning Quest, Grades 3-6 

What is an action, practice, or law that is unfair? Brainstorm three things that are

unfair that your character could improve. Examples: bullying or lack of access to clean water.
What problems can you think of? 

• 

• 

• 

Circle which one is most important to you. 

Developing your Character: How will your character act to change things that are

unfair? Will they be brave, curious, open-minded, or kind? What might your character need to 
learn? Who might your character partner with to make change?
What ideas do you have? 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

I contribute to solutions that benefit our community.

Justice is defined as behaving in a way that is fair,
equal, and balanced for everyone. What does it mean to 

be treated fairly? To be treated equally? For there to be 
balanced treatment of everyone? 

What if you could change what others think about fairness 
and equity by making a character who stands up for justice?
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Ideas to take this project further: 

Share your character with family, a 
friend, or someone else.
• Did they understand how your character is

working for justice?

• What idea did they like best?

Reflect on your work: 

• What idea did you like best? Why?

• How could you make your work better?

Draw, label, and name your character for “Justice, Now!”     

Share what they would like to change and why it should matter to 

others. 

• Draw a comic or write a story to show what your character does.

• Brainstorm more details to create a backstory. What happened to your

character when they were younger? What made them want to help others?

Learning Quest, Grades 3-6 
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What will they look like? What will they say? 
What materials will they 

need? 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•
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SUMMER LEARNING QUEST: 

Show, Tell, and Teach 

How can you create something that would teach people all about     
your favorite thing so they would understand it better and like it too? 
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Learning Quest, Grades 3-6 

Brainstorm: Take some time to think about your hobbies, interests, favorite books, or things 
you like to build. Are there 3 things that interest you most? Write or draw a picture of your 3 

favorites below. 

Idea 1: Idea 2: Idea 3: 

Why do you like this? 

What do you like about it? 

What made you like this? 

Why do you like this? 

What do you like about it? 

What made you like this? 

Why do you like this? 

What do you like about it? 

What made you like this? 

Circle your favorite thing out of these 3 ideas, then go to the next page! 

I am a Communicator who uses the writing process to organize and share ideas.

Have you ever shown someone something    

you love or that you enjoy doing and they 

responded by saying, “Wow! That’s really 

interesting,” or “How did you do that?”     

This is an opportunity for you to plan and share 

about your favorite things. 
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Ideas to take this project further: 

Share your work with family, a friend, or 

someone else.  

Ask: What is one of their favorite activities? 

What do they like about it? 

Think about your work: 

What did you like about sharing your favorite 

thing? 

How did the steps help you do a great job? 

• Create a book cover or illustration to go with your project

• Reflect on other things you do and how you could break them into small steps

• Did you know computers use step-by-step instructions called algorithms and code? You can

code, too!  With your parent or adult family member's permission, animate your “how-to” by
using Scratch on your computer. Go to https://scratch.mit.edu/

Think about your choice: 

Your Job: Create a poster, booklet, video, or other option that could: 

• Teach someone all about your passion, why it is special to you, and why they might like it

• Teach someone, step-by-step, how to do/use/create your favorite thing

Write or draw 1 reason it is 

special, or step 1 in doing the 

activity 

Write or draw another reason it 

is special, or step 2 in doing 

the activity 

Write or draw another reason it 

is special, or step 3 in doing 

the activity 

Learning Quest, Grades 3-6 
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SUMMER LEARNING QUEST: 

WHAT SHOULD YOU KNOW ABOUT COVID-19? 

What is COVID-19? 

How is COVID-19 spread? 

When we get sick it can be because a germ (virus, bacteria) enters our body. COVID-19 is caused 

by a virus spread by close contact with an infected person or by touching contaminated surfaces.   

When an infected person sneezes or coughs, tiny droplets are sent into the air.  

Look at the back cover of the Math 

practice book to learn more about COVID-19! 

People also can get infected if they touch a surface that has      

infected droplets on it and then touch their own nose,      

mouth, or eyes. 

COVID-19 is caused by a germ (virus) that can make the body 

sick. People who have COVID-19 may have a cough, fever, 

and trouble taking deep breaths. But some people, especially 

kids, who have the virus may not feel sick at all or may have 

mild symptoms such as those of a cold. 

Information Sources:  Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Mayo Clinic, Nemours Children’s Hospital 
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